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Preface
Abstract
An experiment in using pattern recognition techniques in Virtual
Environments (VE, also known as Virtual Reality) is described. We wish to increase
the range of commands that a user can issue to a VE system in order to accommodate
the lack of a keyboard. Specifically wc have tried to provide commands
corresponding to all 26 English language characters. Ideally a solution presented for
this purposc should bc fast. accurate. require little to no training. and provide minimal
strcss to the uscr. Our proposed solution is to use pattern matching techniqucs to
identify specific gestures made by the user then execute thc function that corresponds
to that gesture. This solution is a continuation of thc previously published work
"Connccting thc Dots: Moving towards Text Input in Immcrsivc Environmcnts" 11].
which describes a Tcxt Input \\"idgct bascd on a pcn and tablet was dcsigncd and
implcmcntcd at Lchigh Univcrsity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Sincc thc inccption of thc ficld of computing has progrcsscd on a vcry stcady
state in tcrms of proccssing capabilities and along with thc increasc in powcr camc
software with an expanding rangc of functionality for the uscr. Through all this what
has remained relatively constant is the interface betwccn User and Computcr. The
Keyboard. Mouse. i\lonitor. and speakers havc bccome standard equipmcnt on any
Pc. and almost all interactivc pc software is dependant on thcir input. As thc amount
nf information a program can process increases. so does the required amount of input
fr~11ll a user. Gi\Cn the rate at which proccssing capability has been increasing. and
the relative static nature of the standard intert~lccs. the Keyboard (a 125 year ~11d
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widget originally designed to slow down typists that \vere fast enough to jam a
typewriter) and mouse have often been accused of being a bottleneck between a user,
who can think of detailed commands quickly and the computer with can process them
very quickly. This has motivated the search for alternate Human Computer interfaces
in general.
Specifically, a changing model of computing has given presented a more
urgent need for developing new human computer interfaces. The popularity of Cell
Phones. their increascd sophistication and SMS text messaging capability along with
the devclopment of the market for Personal Digital Assistants (PDA's) have
motivated the search for alternativc text input. The purpose of the experiment
presented in this paper is to investigate text and command input solutions specifically
for the domain of Virtual Environments. attempting to overcome one of the hurdles
that is kecping VR applications away from mainstream usc,
1.2 Suggested Solution
We \\'ill il1\'estigate the feasibility of using the stylus as a pen to "draw"
gestures that correspond to ccrtain functions (passing a decision to an undcrlying
system which can implement the function), The gestures will not bc restricted before
h3nd tl) any cert3in size or speed (larger. clearer Illotions or smaller. 1:1ster ones 3re
bl)th accept3hlc). :\Iso we \\ill not restrict gestures to any cert3in dimensil)nality: that
is the gestures do nN h:1\e W lie in a t\\l) dimensil)n31 plane: they can he full three
dimensional gestures. The main focus of this paper is to test this approach on the 26
English language characters (as it was with [1]) and report on the findings.
1.3 Approach
The approach taken in this thesis is start with a base experiment consisting of
only a few classes (types of gestures). then based on success or failure expand the
scope of the data presented in an iterative fashion. until a set of classes including
gesture lor each letter of the alphabet is present. At lirst techniques with low CPU
cost overhead are applied. then when necessary more complex decision techniques
are added.
Due to time restrictions. and lack of permission to test with human subjects.
the primary user this system was tested with is the author of this paper. Some very
limited tests were taken with secondary subjects. but the results of them cannot be
shared in this paper.
-s-
Chapter 2
Virtual Environment Standard
Equipment.
Thc standard Virtual Environmcnts interf~lce consists of thrcc main parts.
I \cad Mounted display unit. Stylus and trackcr.
2.1 Tracker
A dcyice mounted in a fixed position. ideally to an immoyablc object. floor or
ceiling. The tracker samples the position of tracking units attached to certain objects
(such as the II~ID and Stylus described bcllm) and is used tl1 translate their position
intl1 the \irtual world. :\11 cl'l'rdinates (positil11lS of tracked objects and their
(IrientaticlIl) arc prl1jected to the user relati\e tc' the pl1sitil'n of the tracker (Ilw\ing the
tracker would result in moving the entire viliual world from the user's perspective).
. .
The tracker used in this experiment had a tracking rate of 120 samples per second.
These 120 samples will be distributed, round robin to each of the devices being
tracked. If there are two objects to be tracked, then the position of each will be
measured 60 times per second. If there are four then 40 times per second, three
objects will results in 30 measurements of position for each object.. .etc. In other
words the higher the number of objects present, the lower the rate of tracking or the
"resolution" of the movement. The Tracker used in this experiment had a reliable
tracking radius of four feet, increasing in accuracy when the objects were closer to the
tracking device.
Figure 2.1
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2.2 Head Mounted Display (HMD)
The head mounted display is analogous to a Monitor in the traditional desktop. The
HMD consists of two small monitors connected to a strap that a user can attach
.' around his head such that the monitors align with the users eyes, one monitor over
each eye. The HMD also has a tracking unit, an attachment that is used to keep track
of the position of the head of the user. based on the position of the users head and
image is rendered to correspond to what the user would see if he/she were looking
into the virtual world. If the Virtual environment has a stereo configuration then the
images presented in each eye differ slightly to represent the image that would be
visible by that specific eye (left eye as opposed to the right eye). This is done to give
the user a sense of depth perception in the virtual world. The HMD can also be
equipped with headphones or augmented with speakers to provide audio sensory
feedback to the user from the Virtual Environment. The HMD is analogous to the
Monitor and speakers.
Figure 2.2
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2.3 Stylus
a pen shaped widget with one button (standard configuration) and a tracker. This
widget is meant to be held in the user's hand. There is normally a Virtual object that
corresponds with position of the stylus in the real world. This Virtual object is a
visual indicator of the position of the stylus which aids the use of the stylus as a tool
of interaction with the virtual world. The user can point out objects in the virtual
world and a combination of placement of the stylus and interaction with the button
normally implies a command by the user. For example, placing the stylus within the
space of a Virtual Object and depressing the button may imply "holding the object"
(that the object should move along with the motion of the stylus) while releasing the
button can imply that the user has "let go of the object" (that the object should now
remain in place). In most VE applications the stylus is the sole source of command
input to the system from the user, and as such must be overloaded with more than one
function. The stylus is analogous to the mouse.
Figure 2.3
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2,,4 Rendering Machine
The central piece to any VR setup is the computer where the position
information from the tracker is interpreted, and the images representing the virtual
world are rendered and sent to the HMD. The actions of the objects of the virtual
world (scripted or otherwise) are processed by this machine, as is the interaction
between the user and the virtual world. The software used for this experiment was the
Simple Virtual Environments API, available at Lehigh University.
Figure 2.4
This experiment used the Simple Virtual Environments (SVE) library to render the
worlds, and retrieve coordinates from the tracker.
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2.5 Putting it all Together
All these components work together to give the user the ability to navigate
and manipulate the virtual world.. The tracker provides the rendering machine with
the position of the head and stylus. The rendering machine broadcasts an image to
each of the monitors in the HMD. allowing the user to look at the virtual world in
three dimensions. The image broadcasted corresponds to the view of the user
according to his position as recorded by the tracker. The user can interact with the
world by changing the position of the IlMD (moving his head. and consequently his
\'iewing area) and the position of the stylus (moving his hand). The user may also
have access to some buttons (there is one on the stylus. and the user may also hold a
device with buttons on his non-dominant hand). The combination of all three devices
allows the user to be "immersed" in the virtual world and interact with the objects
placed within.
F.'" r •. :' t·T.:-.f
t,~·.;: t'
Figure 2.~
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Figure 2.5
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Chapter 3
Collecting the Data
Before the classification could begin. a supenised learning process has to gi\'e
the classitier enough samples to build a case to use to discriminate between gestures.
In order to describe a gesture a certain notation must be defined. then this notation is
used to record a set of truth labeled samples (examples where the intended gesture
was marked).
As stated in the introduction. the data was collected using one primary subject.
who models the expert VR user. A smaller set of data was collected from secondary
subjects. but due to constraints in time and pennission for testing \\'ith human
subjects. this data was not used cxtensi\"Cly in testing.
3.1 Modes of Interaction
One question briefly investigated here is the manual interaction between the
user and the text input widget will take place. Several models were suggested as to
how the classifier would receive its input from the user of the VE application
Tablet Based
Motivated by the "Connect the Dots" text input interface developed at Lehigh
Univcrsity. this interface designated ccrtain areas as "gesture input" areas. These
areas are marked by semi transparent 3d objects (flat rectangles) in the virtual world.
The objects can be attached to a fixed position. perhaps on top of a physical surface to
provide haptic feedback as was done with the CTD. or Attached to the users hand
using a tracked board as was done in certain expcriments on proprioception [14].
Both of these techniques have been shown to grcatly improvc the accuracy in \\'hich
thc stylus is manipulated. both for line manipulation of the stylus position and
repcating movements more consistently. The widget would bcgin rccording thc
gesture \\hen the stylus cnters thc area. and stops as when the stylus is detccted
outside the arca. and the gesture is scnt to the classifier for classification.
Button based
A \"Cry straightforward way of idcntit\ing intcnded gestures to thc classi licr
would bc t\.1 use the button on the stylus. Dcpressing the button would indicate thc
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beginning of a gesture. The user would hold the button dovm while he motioned
through a gesture, then release the button when the motion is complete. This was the
interface used for the majority of data collection for this experiment. The major down
fall of this method is that most VE applications already overload the stylus button,
which has a standard function of attaching a virtual object to the stylus (in other
words, allowing the user to hold an object and move it ifhe were holding it with his
hand), it would be ideal not to overload this button with more function.
Constant Listener
In this model is more technically demanding of the classifiers accuracy. It
requires that the classifier receive a constant stream of positional data from the VR
application. The Classifier will receives motions that represent gestures as well as
motions that are not meant to be interpreted as gestures (such as using the stylus to
move an object. moving the stylus while the user navigates the virtual world. pointing
in a direction for another user to see in a shared application ....etc). It would then be
up to the c1assilier to recognize which gestures are to be interpreted as commands and
which to ignore. To this end the next section includes the addition of a "none of the
above" class representing the motions that are to be ignored.
ConIbination
Finally. we can combine any (~fthe above modes of interaction. depending on
state (If the world. Because some fonns l1f interactil~n scale better than others. it is
suggested that there cl1uld l)e a hierarchy l~f nllldes l'lf interaction. :\ constant listener
-1 ~-
model can be the default form of interaction, and be available on top of the any
functionality that the application provides by default without having to overload more
functionality on the stylus button (which is probably already mapped to other
functions, like "holding" virtual objects. "pressing" virtual widgets ... etc). Since the
constant listener mode is less accurate than other forms of interaction (due to
segmentation issues & having to differentiate gestures from noise) the number of
classes can be limited to a small set of"Gateway" classes. ). A gesture indicating that
the user wants to input a series of gesture commands could activate a more accurate
form of input than the constant listener. which can handle more classes. For example.
a gesture can indicate that the user is ready to input some text. which would bring up
the tablet interface. The classes selected as gateway fcatures would be thc ones with a
small error rate. and can be checked redundantly with multiple classifiers or feature
scts (described in the following sections). Because the number of classes would be
low. rcdundant checking would not bc as costly as with cascs with high number of
classes. Special cascs could also involve extra input from the user. for example a
major command such as "delete" could require the user to input two scquential
"deletc" gesturcs. or a dclete gesture followcd by a gesture to confirm the action (as is
suggcstcd in NORi\lAN). Thc chanccs of I~llsc positivcs should bc minimizcd by
tuning the classificr (morc discussion on this in chapter X). if this is achicwd then
thc chanccs of two falsc positivcs in a short pcriod of timc should bc very small.
3.2 Data Format
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In describing a gesture, relevant data was extracted using a frame call-back
function activated once every frame, The data that was polled is as follows:
- Position of the stylus in 3 space (x,y,z values), relative to an origin of the
virtual world
- Orientation of the Stylus recorded in pitch. yaw and rotation (x.y.z values)
- Position of the HMO in 3 space (x,y,z values), relative to an origin of the
virtual world
- Orientation of the HMO recordcd in pitch. yaw and rotation (x,y.z values)
- Relative timcstamp at which the framc was rendered (integer of CPU cycles)
Thc information collcctcd in an individual frame's sampling was groupcd
togcther as a "momcnt" ofthc motion. thc coordinatcs at a spccific pcriod of time,
Groupcd togcthcr. a scries of consccutivc momcnts makcs up a "motion", Thc data
was storcd in an cxtcrnal filc for cvaluation scparatcly at a latcr datc, Each momcnt
took up onc Iinc of tcxt. consccutivc momcnts followcd cae h othcr scparatcd by a
carriagc rcturns. and groups of momcnts that formcd thc same movcment \\"CfC
marked at the beginning and cnd \\'ith thc string "XXXXXXX", An cxample of a
recorded mo\'cment can be found in the appendix in figurc 3, I,
3.3 Orientation & Positional
Standardization:
In a virtual environment a user world ideally be able to freely navigate the
virtual world. "Walk" around and explore and manipulate the environment,
examining object from different viewing angles without having to worry about being
positioned correctly to access a certain widget. However. if the user issues a gesture
command looking straight while facing west the coordinates of the individual
moments of that movement would very different than if he were to make the same
gesture standing five feet further south, facing cast and looking down. Asking the
user to assume a specific position in order to issue a gesture command violates the
concept of continuity. as described in the user interface book~
To avoid this problem all gestures go through a series of standard
transformations to translate gestures into a standard position so that changes in the
position and orientation of the user does not affect the \alues of the features extracted
from the gesture. After the transformation the first sample in each gesture would ha\e
the stylus positioned at the origin (0.0.0) and the llivlD positioned some negatiw
distance -z along the z axis (0.0. -z). later samples may deviate from this starting
position. but all gestures must start from here.
The first transformation translates all points so that the 1I~ lD on the tirst
moment is on the l1rigin (0.0.0).
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zFigure 3.2
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Once the lIMO is on the origin. now all points are rotated along the X & Y
axis so that the first moment has the stylus on the Z axis to make the X & Y values of
the first moment equal to zero. Now the stylus is directly down the Z axis from the
IIMD.
z z
Figure -'.-'
x x
Finally, all points are translated so that the stylus on lhe first moment. This
translation was added to the experiment later on in order to facilitate extracting a
feature representing the general direction in which the gesture was made.
z z
Figure 3.4
These three translations make the user"s position and oricntation in thc
\irtua\iphysical spacc irrclc\ant whcn cxtracting features from a mo\emcnl.
3.4 Size Normalization
(Standardization)?
"'~
--- -'-
It has been taken into consideration as to whether the gestures should be
shrunk down to a standard size. We define the size of a gesture in terms of a
rectangular bounding box just big enough to contain all the points of the gesture. To
find this box we view the gesture in terms of the values of the points on each
individual axis. the dimensions of the box along the Z-Axis is equal to the difference
between the largest and smallest value for Z between points. A similar measurement
is done on the other two Axis (X & Y). Shrinking a motion requires a rigid body
transformation in which first all points are translated such that the first point will be
on the origin (0,0,0). then the values of all points are multiplied by the factor
(Standard Size( 3 space )/CuITent Size( 3 space)) where standard size is the desired size
of the motion and current size is the actual size of the motion. This is a standard size
transformation in 3space. The question howcver is whether this transformation is
useful. Its true that this eliminates variances in the size between gestures of the same
class. and makes reco1!nition a little less brittle. however this comes at a cost of 10sin1!
~ ~
a lot of precious information. for example losing the di fference in width bctween the
lettcr ivl and thc letter I is one easy way to differentiate between the two classes. Also.
if enough samples are collected and a Bayesian decision surface is employed then
variances in size would be accounted for by using inn:rse cO\ariance matrices in
i\lahalanobis distance formula instead of distance.
3.5 Sources of Noise
-:~-
I\. few sources of noise have been identified in the data. The first is the
varying sampling rate of the Virtual Environment hardware. Since the sampling rate
is tied directly to the frame-rate, the more complicated the world becomes, the slower
the frame-rate & sampling become. Even more troublesome is the difference in
sampling rate within the same world. In other words the frame-rate might slow down
if the users set off some functionality that is CPU intensive (i.e. engaging a complex
physics engine would use up much CPU time). The timestamp associated with the
sampling helps flag slowdown in frame rate, and allows the classifier to self correct.
but interpolation is still going to be of lower resolution.
I\. second source of noise in collecting the data is the precision of the tracker.
The precision of the tracker can be affected in two ways. First. because the tracker is
capable of tracking an object for a fixed number of position samples per second,
increasing the number of objects tracked in an application will decrease the number
of times per second the stylus is tracked (120 tracks is divided equally among all the
items being tracked). The tracked items in this experiment was fixed at two (head
mounted display and stylus). The tracker also lost some precision the farther the
tracked objccts \\cre from thc tracker itself. hut in this experiment (were mming
around the word was not a focus of the study) distance to the tracked was kept at a
reasonable
The second major source of noise is variation due h1 l:ltigue or distraction. If
asked to givc a large amount l1f sampling. J:ltiguc in the arm and shouldcr may cause
faster/shorter gestures. This will vary from application to application, depending on
the amount of input required from the user.
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Figure 3.1 (example of a recorded movement, "Datil)
XXXXXXX
Xs:-0.086746 Ys 1.617598 Zs 0020196 Xsr-0.111504 YSf 28697720 Zsr34.596798 Xh>7.455399 Yh: 1.827464 Zh: 0.296726 Xhr-
21.810287 Yhr 0583814 ZhrO.666028 1 312422000000
Xs:-0.087714 Ys 1.617967 Zs 0.019477 Xsr:-O 112090 Ysr 26060347 Zsr 33.614380 Xh: -7.473670 Yh 1.829965 Zh: 0.296947 Xhr-
21.603146 Yhr:0.374140 ZhrO.629601 1312484.000000
Xs:-0.090810 Ys 1.618541 Zs: 0.021607 Xsr-0.115118 Ysr 24635727 Zsr: 33.144108 Xh: -7.213874 Yh 1.831314 Zh: 0.297931 Xhr-
21380430 Yhr: 0.108264 ZhrO.757993 1 312531.000000
Xs:-0.093496 Ys 1.621625 Zs 0025511 Xsr-O 119711 Ysr 25.235001 Zsr32.614559 Xh: -6.507392 Yh 1.831561 Zh 0.299339 Xhr-
21238810 Yhr: -0 170624 Zhr: 0914482 T:312578.000000
Xs:-0.096046 Ys: 1.625730 Zs: 0.030346 Xsr-0.125179 Ysr 26222826 Zsr 32340775 Xh -6396603 Yh 1.831183 Zh 0300721 Xhr-
21.096565 Yhr: -0. 505695 Zhr 1.0574761312625000000
Xs:-O 100104 Ys: 1629654 Zs 0030418 Xsr-O 131834 Ysr 27349777 Zsr 31699825 Xh -6350711 Yh 1830873 Zh: 0302225 Xhr-
21.023607 Yhr -0 802461 Zhr 11564821312672000000
Xs-0.l05816 Ys: 1628979 Zs 0018635 Xsr: -0 139442 Ysr 26829988 Zsr: 30600430 Xh -6.602192 Yh: 1830935 Zh: 0.303053 Xhr:-
21.098726 Yhr-1060452 Zhr 1213396 1312734.000000
Xs-0.112107 Ys 1621161 Zs -0011506 Xsr>0.146572 Ysr 23.477976 Zsr 27.660137 Xh-7360325 Yh 1831354 ZhO.304101 Xhr-
21.142860 Yhr -1270894 Zhr 1 1851011312781.000000
Xs:-O 115188 Ys: 1613317 Zs -0038199 Xsr -0 153745 Ysr20.443668 Zsr24.920483 Xh-8.537274 Yh 1831709 ZhO.305321 Xhr:-
21051792 Yhr-1546544 Zhr 1 128377 T312828.000000
Xs-0.116791 Ys 1.615445 Zs>0038147 Xsr: -0 160505 Ysr20.780796 Zsr24.866531 Xh-9.445004 Yh: 1.832045 Zh0.306052 Xhr:-
20831671 Yhr -1724106 Zhr 1 096412 T312875 000000
Xs-0.118238 Ys 1.623124 Zs -0.022282 Xsr: -0167099 Ysr22.826714 Zsr26.042223 Xh:-10.232381 Yh 1832362 Zh:0.305720
Xhr-20580038 Yhr-1.813432 Zhr: 1 141380 T 312922000000
Xs:-0.118965 Ys 1629931 Zs -0.004810 Xsr: -0 171974 Ysr25225452 Zsr27 033892 Xh:-l0287174 Yh 1832461 ZhO.304901
Xhr:-20.508881 Yhr:-1776856 Zhr 1248750 T: 312984000000
Xs:-0.119236 Ys: 1.633510 Zs: 0003746 Xsr-0.175248 YSf 26.656246 Zsr: 27.296761 Xh -10.292832 Yh 1.832416 Zh: 0.303944
Xhr: -20.397903 Yhr -1.715957 Zhr 1254155 T: 313031 000000
Xs:-0.119178 Ys: 1633694 Zs 0.003711 Xsr-O 176963 YSf 26.865929 Zsr: 27.122627 Xh -10.575041 Yh 1. 832558 Zh: 0.303248
Xhr:-20.313501 Yhr:-1.758011 Zhrl.196083 T:313078.000000
Xs:-0.119025 Ys: 1633480 Zs 0.001707 Xsr:-0.178223 YSf 27.159090 Zsr: 27. 522322 Xh: -11294308 Yh 1.832569 Zh: 0.302641
Xhr:-19990133 Yhr:-2046072 Zhr 1.114790 T 313125000000
XXXXXXX
I
r--
N
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Chapter 4
Feature Extraction
Given a certain movement. the classifier views the motion through a set of
values for certain features. Classifiers can discriminate properly between classes if
gestures of the same class return features with similar \'lllues. or at least with a
traceable pattern. Three sets of features were lIsed for this project: Relative Position.
Relative Direction. and Non-Form i\latching
4.1 Relative Position
One of the diftcrences between traditional Optical Character
Recl1gnitil11l and \\hat is described in this paper is that the llwments c('me \\ith a
timestamp. which make it possible tl1 recreate the order in which the gesture \\as
made. this feature set takes advantage of that capability. Given a percentage the
relative position feature extractor returns the X.Y./ coordinate of the stylus at that
particular phase of the gesture. for example if a classifier were to choose the relative
position at 50% then the feature extractor would return the position of the stylus
halfway through the gesture. Progress through the gesture is measured by time, using
timestamps to calculate what the percentage of completion of the gesture is at each
sampling. Since the sampling is done at every frame. it is unlikely that a sampling
will be taken at exactly the moment when a position is requested. As such a simple
form of extrapolation had to be implemented in order to return a logical feature value.
This interpolation is a straight line connecting the positional samples. When a request
for a feature arrives. the percentage is translated into a certain time relative to the
start of the motion. The two samples directly before and after the requested time are
found. A straight line is defined between the two points and the requested time is
translated back into a percentage between the enclosing two sampling points. We
move along the line segment from start to finish equal to this second percentage and
return the current position.
x•(0)
•(2)
•(7)
•(8)
•(9)
•(10)
y
Processing the pOSItional feature for value 50% This would be at
time 5. Time 5 IS 50% down the Interpolated line from from 4 to 6
Figure 4.1
4.2 Relative Direction
i\ second set of features similar to the relative position feature set is the
directional sample feature (DSF) set. Like the relative position feature set the DSF
takes in a percentage as an argument and returns an x.y.z nlue representing the
vector speci fying the direction which the stylus was moving in at that part of making
the gesture . .Just as with the RPF. the percentage is turned into a time. The two
samples just before and just after the time arc 1\.1und and a vector connecting those
t\\1.1 points is calculated. This \ector is returned is returned as the output 1\.1r that
particular. I':ote that to maintain information on speed the \ecll.1r is not normalized.
x•(0)
•(2)
•(3)
•(4)· Vector returned
I
~
(6)
•(7)
•(8)
•(9)
•(10)
y
Processing Directlon feature at 50% ttus would be at tlme 5
for above gesture Vector from sample at tlme 4 to tlme 6 is returned
Figure 4.2
4.3 Non-Form Matching
The third feature set took a different approach. and tried to look at things
regardless of order. like direction changes. the bounding region and speed of the
motion. A list below gives a description of the types of features extracted.
Total Distance (3 Space)
Defined as the sum of the absolute \alue between points in 3 space. the
returned sum is the distance the stylus traveled bet\\een the beginning and the end
of the gesture
Tl1tal Distance (1 Space):
Defined as the sum of the absolute value between points in 1 space, this
feature is available for X, Y & Z axis separately. This is the total distance that
stylus traveled on that particular axis
Number of peaks in X, Y & Z Axis:
A peak is defined as a shift in the direction of motion from positive to
negative along that axis. This feature returns the number of such peaks.
Number of valleys in X. Y. Z directions:
A valley is defined as a shift in direction of motion from negative to positive
along that axis. This feature returns the number of such peaks.
Ratio of distance in X. Y. Z separately to the distance in 3 space:
This returns a value of the total distance traveled in each axis divided bv the
total distance traveled. This returns an indication if motion \\as more dominant on
some axis as opposed to heing ewnly distributed among the three.
Bounding distance (1 space):
This is the distance hetween the two t:1rthest points on a giw axis. This gives
a bounding distance on that axis between which all points of the gesture \\lluld
lie.
~ ...
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Bounding volume (3 space ):
This is the minimum volume of an enclosing box (made of rectangles)
required to enclose the motion. Put more simply, this is the total volume when the
bounding distance in 1 space for the three axis are multiplied.
Ratio of 1 space boundinl! rel!ion to 3 space boundinl! rel!ion:
This is the 1 space bounding distance of each axis individually divided by the
bounding volume (3 space). This provides a measure of if some axis had larger
hounding regions or if they were generally similar in size.
Total Time:
This is the difference in the timestamp value of the first and last point sample
in the gesture string.
A\"Cra!!e speed of motion (3 space ):
110\\ fast was the stylus moving through the gesture'? This is total distance (3
space) di\ided hy total time.
A\"Cra!!e speed of motion (I space)
JIll\\ fast the stylus was nwving f only the change in a single :p;is is cl1J1sidered.
Total distance (1 space) divided by Tl1tal time.
- " ,,-
Speed at first to second and second last to last points
This feature was added as a response to an observation in the data. The target user
would pause for a moment before and after making a gesture command. This feature
proved helpful in differentiating gesture commands from non command motions. This
feature is defined as the distance between the two points and the difference in the
timestamps.
Distance first to last point (3 space)
This feature returned the distance between the first (smallest timestamp) and last
point (biggest timestamp) of the gesture in 3 space.
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Special purpose features:
The ti.~lIl~wing features were added along the way often to sol\'e specific
confusic1ns in classiticatil1n
Total X.V.L values:
This feature was very useful after the positional standardization moved the
first point to the origin. These values tell something about the direction the gesture
went after the first point, negative values imply more/farther motion on the negative
side of the origin and vice versa.
Peaks past noise areas:
Certain gestures had many small directional changes around the origin of the
motion. making counting directional changes noisy. This feature counted peaks (x.y.z
directional changes) only a certain distance away from the origin. remo\'ing much of
the noise. This feature was designed to help distinguish 13. D & K form each other.
Chapter 5
Classification Methods
There were two models used for classification of the gestures: one that
presented very good speed perfonnance (Euclidean Distance to the Mean) and one
which more closely captured the distribution of samples in the feature space. but at a
much higher CPU cost (Bayesian quadratic classifier \\'ith individual class-
conditional covariance matrices),
5.1 Euclidean Distance to the Mean
The first method consists of finding thc average \'alue of each feature for each
class, This set cd'values is stored as the prototype l,feach class, \\'hen a sample
Cl'mes in !L' be classified the Euclidean distance between its \alues and the \'alues l,f
the prl1tl1types is calculated, The r(lLl! mean square value llf each feature aCfl"lSS all
classes is calculated and used to normalize the values, so that one feature does not
overshadow another feature in scope and importance simply because of the metric
chosen to measure it. The sample is then classified as the class with the smallest
distance between the prototype of that class and the sample.
There are two major points to this method that prove very attractive. One is
that method does not require a large amount of training samples to be recreated for a
different user (keeping in mind that each user is required to provide their own specific
set of training samples). The second is relatively small processor cost. which becomes
more relevant given that certain modes of interaction may require this classification
process to be executed once e\"Cry frame. The cost of classifying a sample is roughly
equal to:
(C1 x Number of classes x Number of features) + (Number of Classes X C2)
Where C1 and C2 are small constants representing the cost of a subtraction
and Boolean comparison operation.
The downside to this method is it does not capture certain trends in features
within a class (covariance). and certain distributions do \"Cry badly with such a
method. especially bi modal distributions. As an example the distributil)n bekm
shown in 2 space has two clear centers of activity at I and :I. but the Euclidean
distance to the a\crage method ()Illy capture that it has a mean arnund 2.
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Figure 5.1
However. these problems sometimes do not come up given certain distributions. If
this is the case then the Euclidean distance to the mean method is ideal. In this
experiment the Euclidean Distance to the Mean method is used until failure. and then
a more sophisticated Bayesian decision surface is employed.
5.2 Bayesian Decision Surfaces
In creating a Bayesian decision surface. the average for each sample is first
calculated as it was in the step above. Once the :l\'Cfages are available they are used to
calculate the cO\'ariance between each pair of features is calculated and stored into a
covariance matrix. This matrix is then imerted and used to calculate the value of the
discriminator. :1I1d helps in t\\() ways:
First it allows the classifier to capture the true shape of a distribution rather
than simply the average of all samples: skewed distributions, multimodal distributions
and non contiguous decision surfaces can all be represented using a Bayesian decision
surfacc.
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Second. by using the matrix invcrsc we properly weigh features that have
smaller variance higher than ones with high variance. where as with the Euclidean
distance classifier. all features \'erc weighed equally.
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Chapter 6
Initial Experiment
An early exploratory experiment was run in order to identify the most
promising of the feature sets. The feature sets that did well on a small number of
classes were tested with a larger number of classes later on in the experiment.
6.1 The Classes
The following is a short description of the classes of gestures that were
recorded and put through a classilier for this experiment. It is important to keep in
mind that without a specific applicatic1I1's functions to model these gestures may seem
somewhat arbitrary. but it is feasible to replace these gestures with different ones that
arc nwre meaningful tCI a specitic application. Later l~n in this thesis when the initial
experiment is cl~mpkte and the data expands in sC('lpe. nwre uni\Crsally meaningful
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gestures will be used. Please note that the actual gestures are 3 dimensional, the
following images are 2 dimensional representations
Quote
This motion was meant to look like a double quote mark as it would be
written on paper. This kind of gesture could be used to identify the user's intention to
change modality from a sort of "free interaction" mode into a specific "Text Entry"
mode and back out again.
OStart
_End
x
y
Figure 6.1
Del
Slwrt l1f "deletc", this nwtil)n \\'as mcant to look like thc ml)tion of "crossing
l1Ut" Sl1me item. Indicating it is incl1ITect or slwuld he deleted, This motion also looks
a little hit like the character "\"
xy
Figun: 6.2
"Dot"'
As suggested by the name this motion is supposed to resemble a dot. Its
inclusion is interesting due to the length of the symbol (it's much shorter than the
other symbols in this set). It is expected to have a smaller success rate than the other
gestures because there are less sample points that the classifier can use to extract and
obser\'C features in. We will see later on that this had good and bad effects on
classification. This feature also shows the ability of the VR system to track
movements along the third dimension
-4 ~-
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Figure 6.3
6.2 Relative Positional Classification
The first feature set used for classification was the Relati\e Position lCatures. The
results wcre as follows
Quote Del Dot Errors
Quote 102 24 34 58
Del 14 81 6 20
Dot 0 1 152 1
Error 14 25 40 79
Accuracy 8092%
Figure 6.4
The tCature set \\as not as successful as hoped in c1assit~'ing the samples. The
Iqoo error rate \\as indicati\e of certain problems in using these features for
classiticatil1n. especially considcring that the numher l1f classes is relati\cly Il1\\. It
would seem that the feature set is specifically sensiti\e to small changes in the \\'ay
the character is \\Titten. Specifically. a \ariatic1n in Pl1sitil1n tends tl1 ha\e an
accumulating effect, and as such variations early in the movement are amplified as
the motion continues. In light of this early failure. this feature space was not
investigated any further.
6.3 Relative Directional Classification
The next feature set that the Euclidean distance classifier was applied to was
the Directional feature set. Recall that the DFS used the direction that the stylus was
moving in at certain times. This metric did not accumulate variation. in other words.
if one stroke varied slightly from one in a prototype that did not automatically cause a
shift in the direction of the next stroke.
The preliminary results were as follows:
Quote
Del
Dot
Quote Del Dot
155 0 5
o 101 0
1 1 151
1 1 5
Accuracy
5
o
2
7
9830%
Figure 6.5
Producing an accuracy rate in thc high 90's is promising. howcvcr it's
important to rcmembcr that this is a small sct of classcs. and thc rcsults may not
rcmain quitc as impressive as thc number of classes is scaled upwards to a goal of 26
charactcrs.
6.4 Non-Form lVlatching Classification
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Finally we come to test the non form matching feature set. The preliminary
results were as follows:
Quale
Del
001
Quote Del 001
153 7
o 152
o 4
o 11
Accuracy
Error
o 7
1 1
97 4
1 12
9710%
Figure 6.6
Another result set with an accuracy rating in the high 90's correct
classilications. Again, this is a test on a small set of classes. and accuracy is expected
to drop signilicantly as the number of classes scale upward.
The above results were promising enough to motivate a more in-depth study
on how the classifier would scale up towards a higher number of classes.
Chapter 7
Distinguishing Commands from Non-
Commands
In pn?\"ious chapters "'e described an interaction mode \\ith \\hich the
application would constantly he monitoring thc mo\cments or thc uscr. and the
applicati()n was cxpected tl1 rCCl"lgnize when the user was making a gesture command
and when the user "'as doing something else (expll1ring the world. manipulating the
pl1siti()nl1hirtuall1hjects ... etc). i\l1n cC\11lmand gestures \\ere recorded hy turning l1n
the coordinate recorder at times while the user performed non related tasks. These
movements were then given to the classifier in the same format as the command
gestures, and the classifiers ability to recognize that they were not commands was
noted. Ilere we look at two ways of distinguishing command gestures from non-
command Gestures
7.1 Acceptance Based Decisions
In this implementation samples of motions that were not gestures were
collected. These gestures were then grouped together as a class. and treated like the
other classes. i.e. the features were extracted in preprocessing. avcraged out to makc
the prototype. then the distancc from each incoming samplc to the prototype of each
class (including the non-gesture class) and the sample was labeled as the class whose
prototype was closest to thc incoming sample. Unfortunately this technique was a
dismal failure. with more than half ofthc "none ofthc abovc" class being mistakenly
classified as command gestures (falsc positi\"(~s). The reasons for this failure are
intercsting for discussion becausc they point back thc fundamental !law of the
Euclidcan distancc model of classification in dealing \\ith multimodal classes and led
to the deyclopment of thc next Decision mechanism.
The class of allmotiom that are not cl1mmands is very wide. and in regards to
our feature space. is for all practical reaS(1ns intinite. Tl) denwnstrate the L1ilure l1f the
Fuclidean distance nwdel we l111ly need 1l) cl1nsider W different kids l1f gestures. Let's
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say we have grouped the two actions ""moving an object'" and ""standing still"' together
as two types of motions.
Cluster of
'Del"
•
.Y..~•..
••
FeatUle Sp~ce
Cluster of
"Stand:ng Sl.1ll"
•......
•••••
.\.
•o
/Calculated Average of
'None of the Above
Cluster of
"Quote"
•.~...
~•..
••
~.• ~ Cluster of• "Movmg an Object"
•~
Inconung
Sample
F,"IUfe Space
Figure 7.1
Note in the above figure that when the two clusters "Standing Stilr" and
""jv!O\'ing an Object" are combined into one class their average is actually much closer
to that of the "Del" cluster. and nowhere ncar the cluster of "jv!lwing an Object" or
Standing Still. Note what happens when the blue incoming sample is classified using
the Euclidean Distance model: The sample is closest to the "None of the AbO\'e"
calculated a\crage and is classified as such, when in reality its much more probable
that this sample belongs to the class "Der'. This results in a false negati\'C result, i.e. a
gesture has been ignc1red. Nl)\\ note what happens when the red incoming sample is
classified, This sample most pwbably bclr\ngs \\ith the cluster of"\hl\ing an
this sample would be classified as a "Quote" instead. causing a false positive. i.e. a
gesture command would be recognized when a user did not intend to issue a
command. One way to help remedy this situation is use clustering algorithms to group
together clusters and represent each one as a separate class. IIowever. given the that
number of different things a user can do that isn't a command is seemingly infinite.
the number of classes would skyrocket (causing a decline in accuracy of the
classifier) and on top of this the training data would have to have an enormous
amount of samples. and must include every possible kind of motion. which is not a
practical option for the scope of this (or any) project.
7.2 Acceptance Based Decisions
;\ different approach to classifying gestures and non-gestures is take the
definition of non-command more literally: something that is not a command. In this
technique we recognize that it is not necessary to note what non-command motion a
particular sample looks like. but instead only that it doesn't look like any gesture
commands \\'e are specifically looking for. This technique defines a hyper-spherical
\olume around each class prototype. The size of this hyper sphere is dependant on the
\ariance of distance from each training sample of that class to the prototype. i.e. this
sphere will be big enough so that the \ast majl1rity the samples taken from that class
are \\ithin the sphcrc. and each class can haw a sphere of different size. The classifier
tirst finds the class whC\se protl1typC is cll1scst to thc gi\'cn sample. then classifies the
-.:'0-
sample as that class ifit's \\'ithin its hyper sphere. else it rejects the sample as a non-
command.
Feature Space
Cluster of
Figure 7.2
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All sfilllpies outside
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Cluster of
"Qu~
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Feature Space
After some tine tuning. these \\'ere the results using the non form matching feature set
the results \\'ere reported as follo\\'s:
Using the Directional Feature set:
Ouotes Del 001 None Error
Ouoles 146 0 0 14 14
Del 0 101 0 0 0
Oat 1 0 120 32 33
None of ab 12 3 28 107 43
error 13 3 28 46 90
Error Rate lU.Or·
Figure 7.:'
The Direction Feature Set shows an 84% accuracy rate. This is a relatively low
accuracy ratc. and tends to imply that the Directional Feature set could have trouble
expanding the set of classes much further than three. We will explore this more later
on in the paper when the number of classes is driven up
Using the Non-Form Matching feature set:
Quote Del Dot f\Jone Errors
Quote 156 0 0 5 5
Del 0 156 0 0 0
Dot 0 0 137 16 16
f\Jone 3 1 7 137 11
Error 3 1 7 21 32
Accuracy 9~.82('o
Figurc 7.4
This approach shows a nincty fivc pcrccnt accuracy ratc. which is rathcr
promising givcn thc undcfincd naturc ofthc "nonc ofthc abovc" class. This approach
solvcs thc issuc of nccding to sample all thc possible cxamples of non command. and
rcduccs thc complexity ofthc classificr significantly. It also givcs us a ncw paramctcr
to t\\cak which wc will discuss bclow: twcaking thc classificr towards falsc positivcs
or t:llsc ncgativcs. but bcforc wc can discuss this paramctcr wc should take a closcr
look at what docs cach type of crror entail exactly.
Chapter 8
Costs and Priors
This section takes a closer look at how often certain kinds of errors occur and
what the cost of such errors are from the point of \'iew of the user.
8.1 Priors
Looking at an error r3te less than 5°0 secms \cry promising. but it in fact
retlects an incomplete al13lysis. The table from thc pre\'il1us scction (::) includes
rcsults from tests with similar numbers of samples from c3ch cbss (ab(1ut 150
samples (If cach class). This dl1cs I1l""1t prl""1pcrly rctlect thc prior probabilitics (pril""1rs) of
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each class, specifically, the priors of each command (dot. quote, delete for example)
in a system are application dependant. In other words. each application will map a
function to each gesture, and the frequency of issuing each gesture is dependant on
the nature of the function. We will not restrict the mapping of functions in this paper,
rather leave that flexibility for individual applications. What does remain a constant
however is that in the majority of modes of interaction with an Hel is that the amount
of time issuing commands is a small percentage of the total time spent interacting
with the world. In the VE application the user may be manipulating objects,
traversing the world or simply observing the objects within the world for ten minutes.
During that time he may issue a few. ten. or say even thirty commands. If each
command taking no longer on average than two second (the samples taken for this
experiment rarely took longer than 1.5 seconds) then the classifier would receive two
minutes worth of gesture commands. and eight minutes of non-commands. As the
ratio of non-commands to command gesture increases. the total error ratc will movc
towards thc ratc of I~llsc positives. giving us incenti\c to rcducc thc number of false
positives. cvcn if it \\crc at thc cost of incrcasing othcr typcs of errors.
8.2 The Cost of Errors
The three criteria used to gauge 11l1\\ sc\Cre the Cl)st l1f an crrnr is are
a) Correction. \\'hat is entailed in cl1rrecting this error. h()\\ much eftl.lrt does
it take to rcstore the \\wld tl1 the state it \\'as in bcll.1re the err\lrq
b) Disorientation. Is the error easy to detect and understand by the user?
Does the error cause the user to become disoriented and lose focus on the
intended task?
c) Annoyance. How annoying is the error to the user?
There are three cases to consider. and three categories to gauge when
considering the cost to the user. The three cases are:
I. False Negative. A user issues a command and the machine classifies it
as "none of the above" and docs not engage any special functionality
2. Substitution. A user issues a command and the machine misclassilies
the gesture as another unintended gesture (Substitution)
3. False Positive. A user is not issuing any special command. but the
machine misclassilies a motionlllade by the user as a gesture. (False
Positive)
In the foIlo\\ing section paragraph we make the assumption that the underlying
interl:lce of the VR application which executes the functions issued has implemented
the principle of visibility and hlah as speci lied in Principles of user Interface Design.
Case I. False 0:egati\'es is the lightest in all three categories. correcting this
mistake is tc' simply re-issue the gesture. Since the user is waiting Il'lr a change in the
state of the world, attention will be paid to the state of the world, and the absence of
the change is noted (there are no unseen side-effects to a false negative), keeping
disorientation to a minimum.
Case 2. Substitution could entail some effort for correction depending on the
function that is un-intendedly invoked. The users attention is focused on the change in
the state of the world, if the functionality properly implements the principle of
visibility. then the user should be able to see that some other function was executed.
The user now has to reissue the command he originally wanted.
Case 3. False Positives is perhaps the most disorienting or the three errors.
since understanding why unintended functionality is being executed requires
knowledge of the underlying classification system. which should not be a requirement
for using an interface, especially one of more complex nature. The fact that the user's
attention is not focused on the effect of the gesture recognizer on the world increases
the user's disorientation. Since f~llse positives usually imply interruption of a task that
is unrelated to the gesture recognition software (observing the world. or manipulating
the position of an object ... etc) it would make the recognition software seem intrusive
in its inaccuracy and annoy the user. \\·ho now must pick up the previous task where
he \\'as interrupted.
Of the thrcc cascs, falsc ncgati\c sccms thc most hcnign. while f:1lsc positivc
sccms to han~ the most negative effect.
8.3 Biasing Toward a Type of Error
The results in figureX show a classifier that is tuned to give the lowest total
crrors among thc samples givcn to thc c1assificr. Ilowever we also mentioned earlier
that it is possible to bias the c1assilicr towards false ncgatives or falsc positivcs. Wc
do this by manipulating the radius of the hypcr-sphcre that thc rcjection decision is
based on. Recall that the algorithm worked by finding the closcst prototype to a given
sample. then classifying the sample as that gcsturc if thc sam pic is within the hypcr-
sphcrc dclined for that prototypc. As you can scc in thc cxample diagram bclow (X).
making thc hypcr-sphcrc's radius smallcr will increasc the number of false positives.
and dccrcase thc numbcr of false ncgativcs: COIl\'Cfscly making the sphcrc largcr will
incrcasc the numbcr of falsc ncgativcs and rcduccs thc falsc positivcs.
Feature Space
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Figure 8.1
As the diagram above suggests. there is a certain radius that the hyper-sphere
can reach where total error due to false positives and false negatives is at a minimum.
Ilowever when the above Llctors of priors and cost of error suggest are weighed into
the equation. it seems more benelicial to hias the classitier to make more false
negatives than false positives. hen if total error bewmes larger in the test samples.
the cost of errors and number of Wtal errors gt)es down \\ith this biasing. The clwice
t)f the extent to \\hich this biasing is to be taken remains application dependent. and
ct)l11mand dependent.
-:' s-
TotolNumber
ofEnors
-- Folse Posltlves
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DIameter of
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Figure 8.2
Another effect of changing the radius of thc rejection hyper-sphere is on
substitution errors ,,'ith low confidence ratings. By shrinking the hyper-sphere we
bias the classifier into rejecting samples of 10\\ confidencc. moving some substitution
errors into l:llse negativc.
Feature Space
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Figure 8.3 (Rejection errors that would have ()therwise been substitution if
they didn't fall outside the acceptance hyper-sphere)
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Chapter 9
Expanding Towards the English
Alphabet
This section reports the results of expanding the number of classes used the in
the Euclidean Classifier till a gesture is present that represents each character in the
English alphabet. The user provided sample gesture for al116 characters of the
English as ifhe were writing them in space. The gestures were then introduced to the
classifier five classes at a time and the results were noted.
9.1 The Gestures
The user was not given any prototype to follow for writing the characters, and
was only instructed to try to stay consistent in whatever representation he chose. The
user described the most "natural"' feeling representations for each character on paper
then proceeded to provide samples in the virtual environment. The character
representations are reproduced in diagram (8.1).
9.2 Ten Classes
The results from classifying with ten classes (A.B.C.D.E.F.G.lI.I.K) using the
direction sampling feature set are seen in diagram (8.2), while the non-form matching
feature set results are seen in (8.3)
Both feature sets show a significant drop in accuracy. but remain above the
90% range. 13 & II are the worst performing classes for the non-form matching set.
while G is the most erroneous class for the directional sampling feature set. We note
that directional feature set is stillmore accurate than non-form matching set. but more
importantly \\'e notice that the two feature sets ha\'\~ errors distributed differently
between classes. i.e. the errors secm uncorrclated. This fact can pro\'C useful later on.
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FtgUre 8 2 (1\fon Form Matching results, 10 clas ses)
A B C D E F G H I J
A 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 101 1 29 0 1 0 18 0 0 49
C 0 0 148 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
D 0 11 0 133 2 1 1 2 0 0 17
E 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 2 1 0 0 140 1 8 1 0 13
G 0 5 0 4 2 5 133 1 0 0 17
H 0 9 0 9 0 14 0 117 1 0 33
I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 147 0 3
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0
0 27 2 42 6 23 2 30 2 0 134
Accuracy 9108%
FtgUre 8 3 (Dlrectlonal results, 10 classes)
A B C D E F G H I J
A 150 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 134 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 16
C 0 o 148 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
D 0 lJ 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 134 0 13 3 0 0 16
F 1 32 0 4 0 115 0 1 0 0 38
G 0 0 0 0 14 0 136 0 0 0 14
H 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 148 0 0 2
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 147 3 3
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 149 1
1 32 0 5 14 17 14 4 1 4 92
Accuracy 9388%
9.3 Twenty Classes
The results from classit\ing with twenty classes (:\.B.C.D.E.F.G.lI.l.K. 1..
i\1.N.O.P.Q.R.S.T) can be seen in Figure 9.4 fN the non-form matching set and
Figure 9.5 for the directional sampling feature set. The data now shows the non-form
matching set l1\Crtaking the directilmal sampling feature set. It was hypothesized
earlier in chapter (x) that because the directional feature set did not perform very well
distinguishing command gestures from non command gestures the direction sampling
feature set" s performance would diminish if the number of classes increased
substantially. It seems we are seeing this here. The Non-form matching feature set
still opcrates abovc 90%, but with obvious problem classes. such as B. I-L and Q.
Addressing individual problem classes will be discusscd in chapter II.
FlgUfe 9 -1 (Non form-matchmg 20 classes)
NONFCA 8 C D E F G H J V L M iii 0 P Q R S T Error
A 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 99 iJ 18 0 1 0 :>1 0 0 9 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 51
C 0 Q 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 8 C 135 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 15
E 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 1 0 0 134 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
G 0 0 0 0 I 3 131 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 19
H 0 8 0 8 0 11 0 101 I 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 49
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 6 10
V 0 0 0 1 0 5 3 3 0 0 132 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 18
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 145 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 141 0 0 0 0 9
Q 0 0 0 0 8 0 3 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 132 12 0 0 29
R 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 12 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 121 0 0 19
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 186 19
Error 0 16 1 27 11 22 5 45 I 16 39 0 0 4 14 0 17 34 0 10 265
Accuracy 91 25°,~
FlfUre 9 5 (Dlrec:J0n Sampl:ng. 20 cla~ses)
MOTIO A B C D E F G H I J I< L t\~ r~ 0 p Q R S T
A 147 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 115 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 35
C 0 0 148 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 ,,, 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 C 38, L
F 0 12 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 35 0 I 0 0 0 0 70 0 0 121
C· 0 0 0 C •2 0 In 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 20
"'
0 0 0 C 0 0 Ie C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 C
0 C 0 c' 0 D 0 [i • 0- I 0 C C 0 0 I C C 0'"
0 (1 0 J .=~ 0 c [ 0 0 0 0 1~ :~
0 10 C 0 3~ C ?: C C 0 C 0 C 5E
0 J 0 C [I .. C J C C 0 C
'. ~ L' 0 C [I [ ·l~ E J C C J C
. J J J [ [, C 15J J C 0 [ [
0 J 0 C 0 C C 0 lJ5 .. C 0 . 4 44
~ J <..' U 0 c' 0 0 c [ 0 '3 ,;'to C 0 24
l: 0 Li 0 [ c 0 [ C 0 0 C ~&J C 0 C 1
;:; J 0 [1 '9 J 0 C C ~ C C [1 0 c [, ,....: [1 C l5
S [1 • i 0 C C 0 C C J [I L " C ?!
[, L' 0 , J 3t3 0 C 0 0 0 C' 0 ~SE 41
"
E":' II -::0 S? os ~~ ~. C 4 1< .- :'5 41 t:.. ~ ;;,
-'
.. L
.\.:- :;.,;';:;: \ 5~ ~? ::,~
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9.4 Twenty Six Classes
The results form classifying all character gestures (A-Z) can be seen in figure
9.6 for the directional sampling feature set, and figure 9.7 there was not a very big
change in accuracy results between the twenty and twenty six class test. the non-form
matching set again proved more successful. running at about 90%, with the
directional sampling feature set and around 80% with the directional sampling feature
set.
It seems that the non-form matching set performs better at the range of 26
characters. but the fact that the errors are uncorrelated. and that the directional
sampling feature set still performcd better at a lowcr class ratc can provc useful when
building hybrid sequcntial classificrs. as is discusscd in chapter 11.
fIgure 91 (all the gestures, one for each letter)
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Figure 9.6 (Non Fonn Matching, 26 classes)
A B C 0 E F C H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Err
"
.A. 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" 0
B 0 94 0 17 0 1 0 22 0 o 14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56
C 0 0150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0
0 0 6 0132 1 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 18
E 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 1 0 o 135 0 6 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 18-:J
G 0 0 0 0 0 3 130 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 20
H 0 10 0 9 0 10 0 97 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 53
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 141 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 9
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 134 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 8 2 0 16
K 0 1 0 1 0 6 " 3 0 o 129 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 21-:J I
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t'--\0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 146 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 I
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 7 137 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 13
Q 0 0 0 0 -, 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 o 132 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 29I
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 20
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 116 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 181 1 0 0 7 1 0 26
U 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 124 0 0 0 0 0 6
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 109 3 0 0 0 3
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 11 145 0 0 0 11
X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 o 137 5 0 13
Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 143 0 7
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o158" 1
Error .. 0 17 1 28 8 21 7 52 0 21 46 1 0 4 9 5 16 37 1 6 7 13 4 25 11" 8 348
Accurracy: 91.04%
Figure 97 (Direct:1on Sampling, 26 classes)
,A, B C 0 E F G H I J K L tv! N 0 P Q R S T U V VV X Y Z
A 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0' 6
B o 115 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 o 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35
C 0 o 148 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 112 0 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., o 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38L
F 0 12 0 2 0 32 0 0 0 o 36 0 1 0 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 121
G 0 0 0 0 12 0 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 147 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 147 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 125 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 I00K 0 18 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 o 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 58 \0I
L 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
tv! 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 139 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 11
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 40 17 0 0 0 57
0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 98 23 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 1 o 10 52
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 13 126 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 24
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 159 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
R 0 1 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 o 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45
S 0 0 5 1 27 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 151 1 0 o 19 0 0 56
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 64 10 0 0 0 48
VV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 137 0 0 0 19
X 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 o144 0 0 6
y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0144 0 6
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 o146' 13
5 31 9 11 39 59 15 2 3 39 91 0 10 47 24 30 8 79 25 42 7 55 32 22 0'10 695
Accuracy = 8212%
Chapter 10
The Bayesian Classifier
10.1 Multi-Dimensionality and
Euclidean distance
One of the issues of using a Euclidean Jistance classitier is that it makes each
decisil'1n with no l1(~tion of how It) correctly weigh a feature, \\'hen making a decisil)l1.
it dl~es not pre-compute which features are more useful than l)thers in making a
Jecision on which class an indi\idual1)eh~ngs w. h)r example: l.et's assume \\1.' \\ere
trying to classify a vehicle, and for a simple example let's say we wanted to classify
between "cars" and "motorcycles" based on two features: color and number of
wheels. When the Euclidean distance creates the prototype of values based on some
averaging technique, it would not keep track of the fact that both motorcycles and
cars come in many different colors. while within the class motorcycles consistently
have to wheels, and cars four. Thus a difference in color is weighed as much as a
difference the number of wheels. creating much confusion in classification. In general
in Euclidean space classifiers every feature is given the same weight in decision
making. and the more features are added. the less significant each feature becomes.
A specific experiment of this nature was performed using the test data. Note in
figure XXX that there are YY number of confusions between the character B and the
character D. Also note the following diagram explaining a specific feature of the
feature space. This is the "X-Peaks far from origin" feature. which counts the number
of peaks on the X axis a certain distance away from the (generally noisy) origin.
-Peaks
cotmted
Figure 10.1
Now here are the results of a classifier based only on this feature, and only on
the class Band D.
B
B
D
Figure 10.2
D
147 3
5 145
5 3
Accuracy
3
5
8
97.33" •
The fact that such a simple classitier could perform that much better on this
case than a 30 feature classiticr promises very high potential in switching to a
c1assitier than takes \ariance and covariance into account. i.e. a Bayesian classitier.
10.2 Results using the Bayesian
Classifier
The results using the Bayesian classitier are shown in table 10.3. These results
show a huge impnwement o\'er the Euclidean distance. hut at a cost of much higher
wmputation time. You will notice that the results are missing the samples of the
character .. \\ .... As of now. this is an
10.3 Critical Fla\v
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The class W presented an interesting challenge that exists because of the
Bayesian classifiers dependence on linear algebra. W had the unfortunate case that all
samples present returned the same value for certain features (these features were
integers, a good example is the feature which returned the number of valleys on the y
axis. This value was consistent across all samples). Given a sample where the value is
a constant is usually very helpful in identifying the class. however in this case we run
into a problem of creating a row (and column) of all value zero's. Such a matrix is
singular. and thus we cannot obtain an inverse matrix to continue the classitication
process. A solution to this (somewhat rare) problem will be investigated in the future.
10.4 Performance issues
Although execution time metrics were not a focus of this study. it is worth to
note that the execution time of the Bayesian decision surface was much higher than
that of the Euclidean distance classifier (as it was expected). The classifier used here
seemed to slow to use in a real time environment. and would require some major
execution time optimization before becoming a \'iable option in a real time
application. Without optimization the complexity of the Bayesian decision classities
is of Order(Features x Features x Classes). Optimizations are out of the scope of this
thesis. The next section discusses the possibility (11' sequential classitiers that try to
improve perfonnance
-72-
Figure 103 (Bayesian Non-fornl Matchin, 26 classes)
A 6 C 0 E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
A 150 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B o 150 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0150 0 0 0 iJ 0 iJ 0 iJ iJ iJ 0 iJ 0 0 iJ 0 0 0 iJ iJ I] I] 0 I]
0 0 I] I] 150 0 0 I] 0 0 I] 0 0 0 I] I] I] 0 I] I] I] I] 0 0 I] 0 I] I]
E I] 0 0 0 150 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 o 153 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 I] 151] 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r'ir-
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] I] I] I
N 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0
0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] o 150 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] I] 0 I]
p 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 o 150 I] I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] I] 1
R 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o 139 D 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0 1
S 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 116 0 0 0 0 I] I] 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 207 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 130 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 112 0 0 0 0 0
W 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0
X 0 I] I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 150 0 0 0
y 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0150 0 0
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0159 0
0 0 0 I] 0 1 1 I] 0 I] 1 0 I] 0 0 0 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 I] 0 0 3
Accuracy =99.92%
Chapter 11
Combinational Classifiers
This chapter takes a look at the possibility of constructing a sequential
classifier. based on some informal experiments on the data.
11.1 Multiple Classifiers
Out of the feature sets that usc Euclidean metric. the most successful was the
non-Form matching. Ilowe\"er. that \\ere st i \I speei fie erwrs that were \"Cry e('m nwn.
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for example B & D had a few confusions in between them. but as we showed in the
previous chapter, a simpler classifier that used only two classes and one feature was
more successful. But this new classifier can't be used with all 26 classes from the
onset. In order to take advantage of this we \>.,'ould have to build a com binatorial
classifier, in which certain special cases (like confusion between 0 & B) are
identi fied and sent to this secondary classi fier, A series of theses classi fiers can form
a tree which can still be faster than the (un-optimized) Bayesian classifier. Much of
the groundwork of the theory for combinational classifiers has been described in
detail in [3]
11.2 Preprocessing
The analysis required to build a sequential classifier would be done offline.
There are a couple of steps that can be done iteratively to build such a classifier,
1. Identify subsets of classes that provide particularly bad confusion rates
2. Apply different classifiers to the classes. choosing the best performing and
installing it as a sub classifier in the sequence for that particular subset of
classes.
]. II' necessary. repeat the process for the nex t !c\'eI of classi fiers unti I some
satisl:1ction criteria is reached.
11.3 Illustrative Example
lake the case of the letter B.D & II. Note the large amount of confusion
between the four classes in the Euclidean non-form matching classifier (Figure 8.x).
A subset of Figure 8.x is reprinted here:
B 0 H Error
B 94 17 22 39
0 6 132 4 10
H 10 9 97 19
Error 16 26 26 68
Accuracy 0826087
Figure 11.1
Note that the accuracy rate of this subset of letters is significantly lower than the rest
of the classifier. making this a more problematic set of classes than the average. To
compensate we can test this subset of classes with another classifier. in hopes that the
errors are not correlated. i.e. a different classifier has better results given this set of
classes. It so happens that the direction sampling feature set provides the following
results if tested with only the samples for B. D & 1\ provides the following results
B 0 H Error
B 143 0 7 7
0 0 150 0 0
H 0 0 150 0
Error 0 0 7 7
Accuracy 0984444
Figure 11.2
So a sequential classifier can decide that if the result of the first classifier returns as
B. D or II. then the class is scnt to a secondary classifier before making a tinal
decision.
Sample
Classifier
Euclidean
Directional Samplmg
E,D,H ~
Classes
E,D,H
Euchdean
Non-form Matchmg
-.-
Classes
A,E, C, D, E,F, G,H ,I, J, K,
~M,N ,O,P,Q.R,S,T ,U,
V,W,X., Y,Z
If a sample IS determmed to be either E,D or H, It IS sent to a secondary clasSIfier
that takes a better guess between only those truee classes that i11e lughly confusmg
for the pnmtU)' classifier
E,D,H
f.,C,E,F,G,I,J
,K,L,M,N,O,P
,Q,R,S,T,U,V
,W,x.. Y,Z
Figure 11.4
Of course, this is just an illustrati\'e example. a more complete analysis could end in
building classifiers of multiple 1C\'c1s. with many different types of classifiers (e\'en
classifiers that are no more than subsets ofpre\'ious classifiers. in feature space or
class type).
- / /-
Chapter 12
Conclusion & Future Work
12.1 Conclusion
One of the obstacles facing the adoption of Virtual Em·ironment applications
is the lack of standard. etTectiH Iluman Computer Intert:1ces. One specitic concern is
the lack of a keyboard. and thus the users inability to generate character strings. such
as used w specify filenames. name objects ... etc.
One propl'sed is tl' reC(lrJ the cl'l,rJinates l,fthe stylus as the mer is moying it
and interpret cl'lllmands l"'ased l"'11 the m(ltil"'n l,fthe stylus. There arc many \\-3YS such
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an interface could be implemented. Tablet based and button based interfaces are
viable options, as is the constant listener model.
Samples were collected of a small set of gestures generated by the user (the
author). then a preliminary experiment was run. The preliminary success of with a
small number of classes prompted an expansion of the experiment first to investigate
the possibility of distinguishing intended gestures from non gestures. then expanded
to classify all 26 English language characters.
Two Euclidean classifiers were implemented based on a form matching and
non form matching feature set. These classifiers produced had accuracy around 80%
and 90% respectively on the provided test set of 26 classes. A full Bayesian decision
classifier was implemented. giving significantly better results than the Euclidean
classifier. but at a significant cost in performance. Finally hybrid sequential classifiers
were suggested as a solution. using di ffcrent c1assi fiers for di fferent subsets of the
data in a sequential decision making process.
12.2 Future work
This work centered around in\'Cstigating the feasibility of using pattem
matching techniques. The work \\as centered on one user (the author of this paper)
due to time restrictions. and lack l1f pennissil1n to fun experiments on human subjects.
:\ next step in the study would be a fC1fmal il1\cstigation of expanding the user base
signilicantly. including users with varying levels of expertise in Virtual Em'ironment
applications,
In general, the results from this experiment were promising, but they leave
room for improvement. Further investigation into optimizing the classification
techniques and inventing better, more descriptive feature sets would be an interesting
avenue to pursue.
One big area for future work is segmentation of between a string of gestures.
This experiment relied on manual intervention by the user to mark the beginning and
end of a movement. The fluidity of the system. and the speed at which it can accept
gestures would benefit greatly if no manual inter\'\,~ntion \\as required. or at least
reduced to a \'Cry fast. intuitive motion.
For this experiment. the primary user provided a large number of training
samples. a number of samples on the order of 5000 or so were used to create the data
used for this experiment. The large number of samples necessary to recreate this for a
second user is not acceptable. An investigation needs to be carried out as to how to
significantly reduce the number of training samples necessary. either by some sample
amplification technique or classification methods that require less samples. Another
possibility is to inwstigate the usc ofa more global set of training samples. i.e. not
requiring each user to provide his o\\n set of training samples. or usc an incremental
learning style where only some of the classes require ne\\ training data.
:\ specitic pn1blem that is yet t('l be addressed is the inability l1fthe linear
algebra to deal with the case l1fthe singular matrix. \Yithout the ability to create an
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inverse matrix, the classifier cannot continue. for this experiment changing the
original matrix in such a way that it doesn't lose a lot of descriptive power but
become non-singular was unfortunately not successful. Work will be done to address
the issue in this specific case. and maybe in the general case.
Algorithms for automatic or semi automatic configuration of hybrid sequential
classifiers should also be investigated and implemented. These algorithms would
follow the steps described loosely in Chapter II.
These obstacles. some of which address more general challenges in the pattern
matching field. present fruitful directions for future projects and research.
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